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Structural Systems:
In selecting a structural solution for the proposed Sports and Community Centre in Clongriffin several aspects must 
be considered. The site parameters and conditions, intended uses of the various areas, the availability of the 
structural elements locally if possible, speed and ease of construction and how the external envelope will connect 
back to the primary and second structure and the bearing of the loads imposed.

The Architect’s intent is for a north, south Central Atrium with columns and rafters flanked by accommodation rooms 
and facilities east and west with a portal frame type structure spanning a medium sizes sports hall further to the 
east. Timber is the preferred structural material.
Site Analysis: This is a relatively flat site in a suburban area with good road connectivity for construction traffic and 
deliveries. Approximately 2km from the eastern seabound the surrounding area is flat with no neighbouring buildings 
or obstacles to provide wind shelter therefore wind bracing the primary structure will be needed. The condition of the 
ground, soil load bearing capacity, level of the water table and depth of loadbearing strata will require a selection of 
trial holes across the site before a foundation system is selected. In this case a raft foundation has been chosen as 
the ground is assumed to be of poor load-bearing capacity with additional reinforced concrete pads under the hall 
and atrium columns.

Central Atrium: The primary structure of glulam columns will support glulam rafters with secondary intermediate 
timber bracing members. Steel plates and sleeve with stainless steel bolts, washers and nuts will connect the timber 
elements together. A series of timber purlins will also act as the secondary structure spanning between rafters and 
will support the atrium’s glazed curtain walling system. Additional tertiary elements maybe required at the gables for 
wind-bracing curtain wall support. The Atrium structure is self-supporting and is independent of the flanking 
accommodation blocks with minimal live-loading other than wind and snow and no imposed loading other than the 
curtain walling. The elements will be delivery and assembled on site.
Accommodation Block:  These areas comprise primarily of two/three storey meeting and changing rooms therefore a 
CLT platform system seems the most efficient. After identifying wall heights and floor span directions/distances the 
KLH Structural Pre-Analysis Tables were used for thicknesses and composition of layers within the various cross 
laminated timber units. The CLT system is manufactured off site and delivered for immediate assembly. 
Connections and fixings are but way of steel angle brackets at horizontal to vertical junctions with specialist screws 
to stepped shear joints in floor cassettes.

Sports Hall: To achieve a clear span of 21m across the activity area a portal frame system of columns and beams 
was thought to be the most efficient. 400x400mm glulam columns rising off steel connector plate and foundation 
risers to protect the base of the timber from moisture. Various simply supported horizontal truss types were 
considered and investigated. The depth of a lattice truss at approx. 2m was considered excessive for the building 
however assembly on site was an advantage. A bowstring truss was strongly considered as the main members 
depth is reduced because the compressive load is transferred into the steel bow which is in tension, but I could not 
model it in Revit. Eventually a series of twin straight glulam beams hung either side of the columns was selected. 
Fitted at a slight pitch (1:60) to the south inline with the architect’s intent the depth of this glulam beam is approx. 
1.09m. Lateral support for secondary timber purlins span between each portal frame at roof level with diagonal wind 
bracing at the start and end of the structural grid. Insulated SIP in-fil panels between the columns also prevent the 
structure from sideways movement. 

Cladding Systems: A selection of fibre cement rainscreen finished envelope the building using aluminium and timber 
batten subframes fixed back to the CLT wall or insulated SIP panels using bracket with thermal break isolator pads 
to prevent cold bridging.   






















